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How to make a fire in the sauna stove
Making a wood fire, be it in a stove or elsewhere, is not a difficult task once you know the four key ingredients (fuel,
oxygen, ignition source, and structure) and how to put them together.
•
•
•
•

Fuel can be any dry and toxin-free combustible material; most often used are paper and wood.
Oxygen needs to be circling around all combustible surfaces of the fuel. Bunching materials together (such as
rolled up whole newspapers or tightly stacked logs) will hinder combustion.
As an ignition source, we provide foot-long matches for lighting up multiple locations.
Flames like to lick up the sides of logs and pull in more oxygen from below. A high stack of firewood will
make a hot and fast-burning fire.

1. Clean Firebox And Ash Pan
Make sure that all ashes have been cleaned out from the firebox and from the ash pan underneath. It is easiest
to sweep the ashes and bits of unburned coal (if any) through the grate at the bottom of the firebox and into the
ash pan. Pull out the ash pan and discard the ashes ONLY after ashes have cooled down completely to ambient
temperature.

2. Arrange Fuel In The Firebox (see pictures)
Start out by placing two round cardboard pucks into the firebox, one towards the back and one towards the
front, and surround them with loosely crumpled newspaper. Then place a piece of fatwood (a naturally resinous
wood) across each puck, running left-right. Oriented in the same direction, spread out a handful of small tinder
– it is cut to length so it can rest on the low shelves on the bottom left and right sides of the firebox. Now add
some pieces of larger tinder atop and perpendicular to the previous layer. On top of this, layer first smaller and
then larger logs perpendicular or at least diagonal to the previous layer until the firebox is filled almost to the
top.

3. Light The Fire
Pull out the ash pan and, using a long match, light the paper in and around the pucks from below the firebox
grate in several spots. Slide the ash pan back in its spot until it is almost shut. Leaving it open by about an inch
will encourage a high airflow, which helps with the ignition phase of the fire. Shut the ash pan when the fire is
fully established after about 10-15 minutes.

4. Maintaining The Fire & Controlling The Temperature In The Sauna
You are in charge of the sauna temperature. The temperature depends on a few factors, such as the outside
temperature, air flow through the sauna, and how often the door is opened by entering and exiting sauna guests.
Once the temperature has reached the desired level, just adding a large log every 20-30 minutes will maintain
this level. Smaller logs have a higher surface-to-volume ratio and will increase the temperature faster than
large logs. Please do not burn kindling after the initial firing.
The vent above the sauna door may be opened or closed to adjust airflow inside the sauna. If you have
accidentally made the sauna too hot, you can prop open the sauna door, or go to the outside of the trailer and
slightly open the firewood hatch (please keep the hatch open for no more than 10 minutes.)
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These are the types of fuel we provide:
–
–
–
–
–
–

Cardboard pucks
Paper
Fatwood
Small & larger kindling wood
Small logs
Large logs

Let's pretend that these pieces of wood are the raised side
rails on the bottom of the firebox.

Step 1: Place two cardboard pucks on the bottom grate of
the firebox as shown.

Step 2: Place loosely crumpled or twisted paper around
the pucks.

Step 3: Place a piece of fatwood across each of the
cardboard pucks as shown.
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Step 4: Place 6-8 small tinder sticks on top of the side
rails in parallel with the fatwood, maintaining air gaps
between all of them.

Step 5: Place larger tinder sticks on top of and
perpendicular to the previous layer of tinder.

Step 6: Place small logs on top of and at an angle to the
previous layer of tinder, however they best fit in the box.

Step 7: Place large logs on top, maintaining air gaps to
allow for good air circulation.

… et voilà:
Your fuel stack is ready for lighting !
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